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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of touchscreen apparatuses, and in particular, to a touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method and a touchscreen apparatus.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] A touchscreen apparatus (such as a mobile phone, a tablet computer, and an automatic teller machine that has a touchscreen) works by using a voltage on an X-Y electrode grid that covers the touchscreen apparatus. When a finger approaches an electrode, capacitance changes and is measurable. By comparing measured values of all electrodes, a position of the finger may be precisely located, that is, position information and pressure information of a touch point are determined.

[0003] With the development of science and technology, a screen of a touchscreen apparatus is becoming larger, which causes operational inconvenience while bringing visual enjoyment to a user. An existing touchscreen apparatus is only used to determine position information and pressure information of an operation performed by a user on content of a user interface. When the user uses a touchscreen apparatus with a large screen, because it is inconvenient to operate the large screen, interactivity between the touchscreen apparatus and the user becomes poor and an intelligent level is low.

[0004] Document US 2010/0283744 A1 discloses devices for positioning a plurality of icons on a touch sensitive screen include a touch sensitive screen configured to receive an input including a substantially continuous stroke between a first and a second position on the screen. An icon positioning module positions the plurality of icons on the touch sensitive screen responsive to the substantially continuous stroke.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] The technical solutions provide a touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method and a touchscreen apparatus, so as to improve an intelligent level of a touch operation on a touchscreen apparatus and interactivity with a user.

[0006] In a first aspect, a touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method is provided. The method includes: displaying a first user interface, wherein the first user interface comprises at least one element, each element is displayed in a position of the first user interface; obtaining touch information, wherein the touch information comprises touch track information; obtaining connection line position information between position information of a touch start point and position information of a touch end point according to the touch track information; determining a relative position between the touch track information and the connection line position information, wherein the relative position comprises that: the touch track information is located at the right side or the left side of the connection line position information; arranging the element position of the first user interface according to the relative position; and displaying a second user interface, wherein the second user interface is obtained based on the arrangement of the element position of the first user interface.

[0007] With reference to the first aspect, the determining the relative position between the connection line position information and the touch track information includes: taking N points in the touch track information; taking M points in the connection line position information correspondingly; if a predetermined number of points among the N points are located at the left side of the M points, determining that the touch track information is located at the left side of the connection line position information; and if a predetermined number of points among the N points are located at the right side of the M points, determining that the touch track information is located at the right side of the connection line position information, where M is equal to N, and N and M are natural numbers that are greater than 1.

[0008] With reference to the first aspect, the arranging the first user interface of the application program according to the touch information includes: obtaining an arrangement instruction according to the touch information; within predetermined time, determining the arrangement instruction that is obtained for the greatest number of times; and arranging the first user interface of the application program according to the arrangement instruction that is obtained for the greatest number of times.

[0009] With reference to the first aspect, the obtaining the arrangement instruction that is obtained for the greatest number of times includes: within the predetermined time, if the number of times is greater than a predetermined value of the number of times, obtaining the arrangement instruction that is obtained for the greatest number of times.

[0010] With reference to the first aspect, after the presenting the second user interface of the application program, the method further includes: obtaining a canceling instruction, and canceling presentation of the second user interface according to the canceling instruction.

[0011] In a second aspect, a user interface processing touchscreen apparatus, comprising: a graphical user interface, configured to display a first user interface, wherein the first user interface comprises at least one element, each element is displayed in a position of the first user interface; an obtaining unit, configured to obtain touch information on the touchscreen, wherein the touch information comprises touch track information; a processing unit is configured to receive a touch track information from the obtaining unit, obtain connection line position information between position information of a touch start point and position information of a touch end point according to the touch track information, determine a rela-
A graphical user interface that is set on the touchscreen apparatus in the second aspect is provided, where the graphical user interface is configured to: display a first user interface of an application program; and display a second user interface, and wherein the second user interface is obtained based on the arrangement of the element position of the first user interface.

In the embodiments of the present invention, by using the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method, an intelligent level of arrangement of a touchscreen apparatus user interface and interactivity with a user are improved. The touchscreen apparatus user interface is adaptive to an operation habit of the user, which enhances convenience for the user to use a touchscreen apparatus with a large screen.

**Brief description of the drawings**

To describe the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present invention or in the prior art more clearly, the accompanying drawings required for describing the embodiments are briefly introduced in the following. The accompanying drawings in the following description show some embodiments of the present invention, and persons of ordinary skill in the art may still derive other drawings from these accompanying drawings.

FIG. 1 is a flow chart of a touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method according to Embodiment 1 of the present invention; FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of arrangement of a user interface in Embodiment 1 and Embodiment 5 of the present invention; FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a possible implementation manner for determining a relative position between touch track information and connection line position information according to Embodiment 1 of the present invention; FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method according to Embodiment 2 of the present invention; FIG. 5 is a schematic structural diagram of a touchscreen apparatus according to Embodiment 3 of the present invention; FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of a mobile phone according to Embodiment 4 of the present invention; FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of display of a character user interface; FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of display of a graphical user interface; FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of display of a physical widget user interface; FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of presentation of a possible implementation manner for arranging a user interface in Embodiment 1 and Embodiment 5 of the present invention; FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of presentation of another possible implementation manner for arranging a user interface in Embodiment 1 and Embodiment 5 of the present invention; FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram of presentation of another possible implementation manner for arranging a user interface in Embodiment 1 and Embodiment 5 of the present invention; FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of presentation of another possible implementation manner for arranging a user interface in Embodiment 1 and Embodiment 5 of the present invention; and FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of presentation of another possible implementation manner for arranging a user interface in Embodiment 1 and Embodiment 5 of the present invention.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS**

To make the objectives, technical solutions, and advantages of the embodiments of the present invention more comprehensible, the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present invention are described in the following with reference to the accompanying drawings in the embodiments of the present invention. Apparently, the embodiments to be described are merely a part rather than all of the embodiments of the present invention. All other embodiments obtained by persons of ordinary skill in the art based on the embodiments of the present invention shall fall within the protection scope of the present invention.

The terms used in the embodiments of the present invention are merely for the purpose of illustrating specific embodiments, and are not intended to limit the present invention. Singular forms, such as "a", "the", and "this", used in the embodiments and the appended claims of the present invention are also intended to include plural forms, unless otherwise specified in the context clearly. It should also be understood that, the term "and/or" used in this specification indicates and includes any or all possible combinations of one or more associated listed items. It should further be understood that, the term "include" used in this specification specifies the existence...
of the feature, entity, step, operation, element and/or component, and does not exclude the existence or addition of one or more other features, entities, operations, members, components and/or a combination thereof.

[0017] In the embodiments of the present invention, a touchscreen apparatus includes but is not limited to mobile communication devices such as a mobile phone, a personal digital assistant (Personal Digital Assistant, PDA), a tablet computer, and a portable device (such as a portable computer), and also includes devices that have touchscreens, such as an automatic teller machine (Automatic Teller Machine, ATM), which is not limited in the embodiments of the present invention.

Embodiment 1

[0018] FIG. 1 is a flow chart of a touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method according to Embodiment 1 of the present invention.

[0019] As shown in FIG. 1, the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method may include: S101: Obtain touch information.

[0020] A touchscreen apparatus obtains the touch information through a touchscreen. The touch information may include: information such as touch position information, touch area information, touch pressure information, and touch time information, and may also include other information, which is not limited in the embodiment of the present invention. Persons of ordinary skill in the art may obtain the touch information by using a touchscreen sensing technology in the prior art. The touch information may include touch information that is generated when a user touches a touchscreen apparatus, and may also include touch information that is generated when a user performs a floating touch on a touchscreen apparatus, and may further include touch information that is generated by a gesture of a user. A generation manner of the touch information is not limited in the embodiment of the present invention.

[0021] S102: Arrange a first user interface of an application program according to the touch information, where the arrangement is adjusting an element position of the user interface.

[0022] Persons of ordinary skill in the art may know that, a user interface is also called user interface, and is a medium for interaction and information exchange between a system and a user, and implements conversion of information between an internal format and a format that is acceptable to human beings. A purpose of the user interface is to enable a user to operate hardware conveniently and efficiently, so as to realize bidirectional interaction and complete work that is expected to be completed through the hardware. The user interface has a wide definition, and includes man-machine interaction and a graphical user interface. User interfaces are involved in all fields related to information communication between human beings and machines. User interfaces may specifically include a character user interface such as a user interface that has a character and is obtained through computer language programming (as shown in FIG. 7); a graphical user interface, namely, graphic user interface (Graphic User Interface, GUI), which is a most common user interface in the world currently, for example, an interface that is displayed on a mobile phone in a charging state is a graphical user interface (as shown in FIG. 8), and a user interacts with device hardware through a displayed graph (icon); and a physical character interface, namely, physical widget (as shown in FIG. 9), which is one of means for interaction and information exchange between a system and a user. Universal physical controls at present mainly include a volume key, a camera key, a power key, an unlock key on a device, and so on. Information in the interaction and information exchange between a system and a user may include information that can be sensed by a user, such as auditory information, visual information, tactile information, action information, odor information. Presenting the first user interface of the application program may specifically be: displaying a graphical user interface of the application program, prompting a physical character interface of the application program, and prompting a user interface of the application program through vibration.

[0023] It should be understood that, the first user interface is a user interface that is presented to a user when the application program has already been started, during a starting process of the application program, and during a closing process of the application program.

[0024] It should be understood that, although terms such as "first", "second", and "third" may be used to describe various kinds of user interfaces in the embodiment of the present invention, these user interfaces are not limited to these terms. These terms are merely used for distinguishing the user interfaces from each other. For example, without departing from the scope of the embodiment of the present invention, a first user interface may also be referred to as a second user interface, and similarly, a second user interface may also be referred to as a first user interface.

[0025] The arrangement is adjusting an element position of the user interface. An element of the user interface refers to design content of the user interface, which includes but is not limited to a widget, an icon, and a character, and also includes an element that is presented by the application program through another interface, for example, an interface design element of a function for associating a physical widget (as shown in FIG. 9) with ringtone and vibration. The adjusting the element position is to make adaptive adjustment on design content of a user interface of a touchscreen apparatus, especially a touchscreen apparatus with a large screen, according to the touch information. For example, if the obtained touch information is centralized at a lower left portion of the touchscreen, it is considered that a user gets used to performing an operation at the lower left portion of the touchscreen. In order to facilitate use of the user, the user interface is arranged, and the arrangement may be
that elements such as a scroll bar, a letter navigation bar, and a short message sending widget is arranged at the lower left portion of the touchscreen, so as to facilitate use of the user. For example, it may also be that if the obtained touch information is centralized at a lower left portion of the touchscreen, it is considered that a user gets used to performing an operation at the lower left portion of the touchscreen. In order to facilitate use of the user, the user interface is arranged, and the arrangement may be that content to be read by the user, such as text and pictures, is moved to an upper right side of the screen, so as to prevent that some text or pictures are shielded due to an operation of the user and it is inconvenient for the user to read, thereby improving overall user experience.

[0026] S103: Present a second user interface of the application program.

[0027] It should be understood that, the second user interface is a graphical user interface that is presented to the user when the application program has already been started, during a starting process of the application program, and during a closing process of the application program.

[0028] The second user interface of the application program is presented, where the second user interface is a user interface after the first user interface of the application program is arranged according to the touch information, and the arrangement is adjusting an element position of the user interface.

[0029] Exemplarily, FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of arrangement of a user interface. As shown in FIG. 2a, there are elements A, B, C, and D on a user interface. The arrangement may be arranging a position of one element A on the user interface, as shown in FIG. 2b; may also be arranging positions of two elements, namely elements A and B on the user interface, as shown in FIG. 2c or FIG. 2d; and may also be arranging positions of all elements, namely, elements A, B, C, and D on the user interface, as shown in FIG. 2e.

[0030] Exemplarily, FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of presentation of a possible implementation manner for arranging a user interface. As shown in FIG. 10, FIG. 10a shows a first user interface before arrangement, and FIG. 10b shows a second user interface after arrangement. Transformation from FIG. 10a to FIG. 10b is achieved by using a touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method. Specifically, a letter navigation bar (an element on the user interface) at the right side of the user interface in FIG. 10a is transformed to a letter navigation bar at the left side of the user interface in FIG. 10b by using the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method, thereby implementing the arrangement of the user interface, namely, implementing the arrangement from the first user interface to the second user interface.

[0031] Exemplarily, FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of presentation of another possible implementation manner for arranging a user interface. As shown in FIG. 11, FIG. 11a shows a first user interface before arrangement, and FIG. 11b shows a second user interface after arrangement. Transformation from FIG. 11a to FIG. 11b is achieved by using a touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method. Specifically, a short message sending widget (an element on the user interface) at the right side of the user interface in FIG. 11a is transformed to a short message sending widget at the left side of the user interface in FIG. 11b by using the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method, thereby implementing the arrangement of the user interface, namely, implementing the arrangement from the first user interface to the second user interface.

[0032] Exemplarily, FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram of presentation of another possible implementation manner for arranging a user interface. As shown in FIG. 12, FIG. 12a shows a first user interface before arrangement, and FIG. 12b shows a second user interface after arrangement. Transformation from FIG. 12a to FIG. 12b is achieved by using a touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method. Specifically, a navigation bar (an element on the user interface) at the right side of the user interface in FIG. 12a is transformed to a navigation bar at the left side of the user interface in FIG. 12b by using the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method, thereby implementing the arrangement of the user interface, namely, implementing the arrangement from the first user interface to the second user interface.

[0033] Exemplarily, FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of presentation of another possible implementation manner for arranging a user interface. As shown in FIG. 13, FIG. 13a shows a first user interface before arrangement, and FIG. 13b shows a second user interface after arrangement. Transformation from FIG. 13a to FIG. 13b is achieved by using a touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method. Specifically, a menu key (an element on the user interface) at an upper portion of the user interface in FIG. 13a is transformed to a menu key at a lower portion of the user interface in FIG. 13b by using the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method, thereby implementing the arrangement of the user interface, namely, implementing the arrangement from the first user interface to the second user interface.

[0034] Exemplarily, FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram of presentation of another possible implementation manner for arranging a user interface. As shown in FIG. 14, FIG. 14a shows a first user interface before arrangement, and FIG. 14b shows a second user interface after arrangement. Transformation from FIG. 14a to FIG. 14b is achieved by using a touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method. Specifically, a keyboard (an element on the user interface) at a middle portion of the user interface in FIG. 14a is transformed to keyboards at two sides of the user interface in FIG. 14b by using the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method, thereby implementing the arrangement of the user interface, namely, implementing the arrangement

[0035] Exemplarily, FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of presentation of another possible implementation manner for arranging a user interface. As shown in FIG. 15, FIG. 15a shows a first user interface before arrangement, and FIG. 15b shows a second user interface after arrangement. Transformation from FIG. 15a to FIG. 15b is achieved by using a touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method. Specifically, a message display area (an element on the user interface) at the upper portion of the user interface in FIG. 15a is transformed to a message display area at the lower portion of the user interface in FIG. 15b by using the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method, thereby implementing the arrangement of the user interface, namely, implementing the arrangement from the first user interface to the second user interface.
from the first user interface to the second user interface.

Exemplarily, FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of presentation of another possible implementation manner for arranging a user interface. As shown in FIG. 15, FIG. 15a shows a first user interface before arrangement, and FIG. 15b shows a second user interface after arrangement. Transformation from FIG. 15a to FIG. 15b is achieved by using a touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method. Specifically, text (an element on the user interface) on the user interface in FIG. 15a is moved to the upper right side of the user interface as shown in FIG. 15b by using the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method, thereby implementing the arrangement of the user interface, namely, implementing the arrangement from the first user interface to the second user interface.

It should be understood that, the second user interfaces presented in FIG. 2, FIG. 10, FIG. 11, FIG. 12, FIG. 13, FIG. 14, and FIG. 15 are merely possible manners for arranging the first user interface, and other possible arrangement manners are not limited in the embodiment of the present invention. Other presenting manners for arranging the first user interface also belong to the protection scope of the embodiment of the present invention. In the embodiment of the present invention, by using the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method, an intelligent level of arrangement of a touchscreen apparatus user interface and interactivity with a user are improved. The touchscreen apparatus user interface is adaptive to an operation habit of the user, which enhances convenience for the user to use a touchscreen apparatus with a large screen.

Optionally,

step S102 specifically includes: The touch information includes touch position information, and connection line position information between position information of a touch start point and position information of a touch end point is obtained according to the touch position information; a relative position between the touch track information and the connection line position information is determined, where the relative position includes that: the touch track information is located at the right side or the left side of the connection line position information; the user gets used to a left-hand operation, and the first user interface of the application program is arranged according to determination that the touch track information is located at the right side of the connection line position information, that is, an interface design element may be disposed at the left side, or content to be viewed, such as text, is disposed at an upper right portion of the user interface, and vice versa.

A method for determining the relative position between the touch track information and the connection line position information, where the relative position includes that: the touch track information is located at the right side or the left side of the connection line position information, specifically includes: randomly taking N points in the touch position information; taking M points in the connection line position information correspondingly; if the predetermined number of points among the N points (the predetermined number of points is at least greater than N/2, and the specific number is not limited in the embodiment of the present invention) are at one side of the M points, obtaining the relative position between the touch position information and the connection line position information, where M is equal to N, and N and M are natural numbers that are greater than 1. An optional method for determining the relative position between the touch track information and the connection line position information may be specifically described as follows:

In a user interface of an application program with a two-dimensional display interface, a touchscreen of a touchscreen apparatus may be set as grids that have an X direction and a Y direction. Icon information of all application programs on the touchscreen (for example, icon sizes, and icon positions), and touch position information that a user touches a screen may be indicated by numerical values in the two directions: X and Y. When the user touches the screen with a finger, the touchscreen apparatus can obtain a touch point of the user, and the touch position may be indicated by \((X_n, Y_n)\).
In the embodiment of the present invention, an origin of coordinates, namely, a coordinate axis, is shown in FIG. 3. A track formed by the touch position information is the first track, which may be understood as a set of touch points, namely, [X, Y]. A track formed by the connection line position information is the second track, which may be understood as a set of points, namely, [x, y]. N points are randomly taken from the first track, and coordinates of the N points may be (X1, Y1), (X2, Y2), (X3, Y3)\ldots (XN, YN), respectively. M points are taken from the second track corresponding to the quadrant where the touch track is located; and the touchscreen apparatus with a large screen.

As shown in FIG. 3b, if coordinates of a predetermined number of points among the N points on the first track satisfy: Xn >xm, a predetermined number of points among the N points on the first track are at the right side of the second track. The first user interface of the application program is arranged according to the determined relative position. On the basis that the touch track is frequently obtained in a certain quadrant, a use habit of a user may be determined, for example, the user gets used to touching a left portion, a right portion, an upper portion, or a lower portion of the touchscreen. Therefore, the user interface is arranged according to the quadrant where the touch track is located.

As shown in FIG. 3a, if a predetermined number of points among the N points on the first track satisfy: Xn <xm, a predetermined number of points among the N points on the first track are at the left side of the second track. The first user interface of the application program is arranged according to the determined relative position. On the basis that the touch track is frequently obtained in a certain quadrant, a use habit of a user may be determined, for example, the user gets used to touching a left portion, a right portion, an upper portion, or a lower portion of the touchscreen. Therefore, the user interface is arranged according to the quadrant where the touch track is located.

In the embodiment of the present invention, by using the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method, an intelligent level of arrangement of a touchscreen apparatus user interface and interactivity with a user are improved. The touchscreen apparatus user interface is adaptive to an operation habit of the user, which enhances convenience for the user to use a touchscreen apparatus with a large screen.

Optionally,

step S102 specifically includes: The touch information includes touch position information, and a relative position between the touch track information and a touchscreen is determined according to the touch track information; and the first user interface of the application program is arranged according to the determined relative position.

A touchscreen apparatus obtains touch information of a user on a touchscreen, where the touch information may include: touch track information. A relative position between a track and the entire first user interface is determined according to the touch track information, so as to arrange the first user interface of the application program.

An optional method for determining the relative position between the touch track information and the touchscreen according to the touch track information includes: dividing the touchscreen into four quadrants; and determining the relative position between the touch track information and the touchscreen according to a quadrant where a touch track is located.

The touchscreen may be divided into four quadrants; the relative position between the touch track information and the touchscreen is determined according to the quadrant where the touch track is located; and the first user interface of the application program is arranged according to the determined relative position. On the basis that the touch track is frequently obtained in a certain quadrant, a use habit of a user may be determined, for example, the user gets used to touching a left portion, a right portion, an upper portion, or a lower portion of the touchscreen. Therefore, the user interface is arranged according to the quadrant where the touch track is located, which may be adaptive to the use habit of the user.

In the embodiment of the present invention, by using the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method, an intelligent level of arrangement of a touchscreen apparatus user interface and interactivity with a user are improved. The touchscreen apparatus user interface is adaptive to an operation habit of the user, which enhances convenience for the user to use a touchscreen apparatus with a large screen.

Optionally,

step S102 specifically includes: The touch information includes touch pressure information and touch position information; and if the touch pressure information is greater than a predetermined pressure value, the first user interface of the application program is arranged according to the touch position information.
sition information and touch pressure information. When the touch pressure information is greater than a predetermined pressure value, it may be considered that the user intends to press the touchscreen to arrange the first user interface. In this case, a relative position between the touch position and the entire first user interface may be determined according to the touch position information, and the first user interface of the application program is arranged, so as to be adaptive to a use habit of the user. For example, if the user gets used to touching a left portion, a right portion, an upper portion, or a lower portion of the touchscreen, the user interface is arranged according to a determination result.

In the embodiment of the present invention, by using the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method, an intelligent level of arrangement of a touchscreen apparatus user interface and interactivity with a user are improved. The touchscreen apparatus user interface is adaptive to an operation habit of the user, which enhances convenience for the user to use a touchscreen apparatus with a large screen.

Optionally,

the "S102: Arrange the first user interface of the application program according to the touch information" specifically includes: obtaining an arrangement instruction according to the touch information; within predetermined time, determining the arrangement instruction that is obtained for the greatest number of times; and arranging the first user interface of the application program according to the arrangement instruction that is obtained for the greatest number of times.

Within the predetermined time, obtaining an arrangement instruction that is obtained for the greatest number of times according to the touch information specifically includes: within the predetermined time, counting the number of times for which each type of arrangement instruction is obtained, and obtaining an arrangement instruction that is obtained for the greatest number of times, that is, finally using the arrangement instruction that is obtained for the greatest number of times as an arrangement instruction for arranging the first user interface. The predetermined time may be a few seconds, a few minutes, or a few hours, and may be preset by the touchscreen apparatus, and may also be defined by the user, which is not limited in the embodiment of the present invention. Each type of the arrangement instruction may be consecutively obtained within the predetermined time; alternatively, a first type of arrangement instruction may be obtained, a second or third type of arrangement instruction may be obtained subsequently, and then the first type of arrangement instruction is obtained again. A sequence in which arrangement instructions appear does not affect a counting result.

The arrangement instruction includes multiple types of arrangement instructions, for example, left-side arrangement instruction, right-side arrangement instruction, upper-side arrangement instruction, lower-side arrangement instruction, two-side arrangement instruction, and middle arrangement instruction. All these instructions are used for the exemplary description of the arrangement instruction, and are not limited in the embodiment of the present invention.

Definitely, the user is allowed to define the arrangement instruction.

In the embodiment of the present invention, by using the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method, an intelligent level of arrangement of a touchscreen apparatus user interface and interactivity with a user are
improved. The touchscreen apparatus user interface is adaptive to an operation habit of the user, which enhances convenience for the user to use a touchscreen apparatus with a large screen. Meanwhile, the user interface is not frequently changed, thereby avoiding getting the user into unnecessary trouble.

 Optionally,

[0053] in “the arrangement instruction specifically includes: within the predetermined time, obtaining, according to the touch information, the arrangement instruction that is obtained for the greatest number of times”, the obtaining the arrangement instruction that is obtained for the greatest number of times specifically includes: within the predetermined time, if the number of times is greater than a predetermined value for the number of times, obtaining the arrangement instruction. If the number of times is greater than the predetermined value, obtaining the arrangement instruction specifically includes: if within the predetermined time, the arrangement instruction that is obtained for the greatest number of times is obtained, and the number of times is greater than the predetermined value, using the arrangement instruction as an instruction for arranging the first user interface. If within the predetermined time, the arrangement instruction that is obtained for the greatest number of times is obtained, but the number of times is smaller than the predetermined value for the number of times, finally the arrangement instruction is not obtained. The predetermined value for the number of times may be any natural number such as 1, 2, and 3, and may be preset by the touchscreen apparatus, and may also be defined by the user, which is not limited in the embodiment of the present invention. However, in consideration of the objective of the present invention, design of the predetermined value for the number of times should enable a touchscreen apparatus to be adaptive to an operation habit of a user, which enhances convenience for the user to use a touchscreen apparatus with a large screen. And the user interface is not frequently changed, thereby avoiding getting the user into unnecessary trouble. In the same way, the predetermined time may be any time from 1 minute to 10 minutes, and may be preset by the touchscreen apparatus, and may also be defined by the user, which is not limited in the embodiment of the present invention.

In the embodiment of the present invention, by using the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method, an intelligent level of arrangement of a touchscreen apparatus user interface and interactivity with a user are improved. The touchscreen apparatus user interface is adaptive to an operation habit of the user, which enhances convenience for the user to use a touchscreen apparatus with a large screen. Meanwhile, the user interface is not frequently changed, thereby avoiding getting the user into unnecessary trouble.

Embodiment 2

[0054] FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method according to Embodiment 2 of the present invention.

[0055] As shown in FIG. 4, the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method may include: S201: Obtain touch information.

[0056] S202: Arrange a first user interface of an application program according to the touch information, where the arrangement is adjusting an element position of the user interface.

[0057] S203: Present a second user interface of the application program.

[0058] A method in step S201, step S202, and step S203 is the same as the method in step S101, step S102, and step S103 in Embodiment 1. For details, reference is made to the description of the method in step S101, step S102, and step S103, which is not described herein again.

[0059] S204: Obtain a canceling instruction, and cancel presentation of the second user interface according to the canceling instruction.

[0060] After the touchscreen apparatus arranges the first user interface and presents the second user interface of the application program, if a canceling instruction is obtained, the arrangement of the first user interface is canceled, and the first user interface before the arrangement is presented. After the touchscreen apparatus automatically arranges the first user interface, if a user considers that such arrangement is unnecessary, the user may cancel the arrangement through the canceling instruction.

[0061] In the embodiment of the present invention, by using the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method, an intelligent level of arrangement of a touchscreen apparatus user interface and interactivity with a user are improved. The touchscreen apparatus user interface is adaptive to an operation habit of the user, which enhances convenience for the user to use a touchscreen apparatus with a large screen. Meanwhile, a user control function is added, thereby further improving an intelligent level of the touchscreen apparatus.

Embodiment 3

[0062] FIG. 5 is a schematic structural diagram of a touchscreen apparatus according to Embodiment 3 of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 5, the touchscreen apparatus in the embodiment of the present invention includes:

an obtaining unit 301, configured to obtain touch information;

a processing unit 302, configured to receive the touch information from the obtaining unit, and arrange a first user interface of an application program according to the touch information, where the arr-
The obtaining unit 301 obtains the touch information. The processing unit 302 is configured to receive the touch information from the obtaining unit 301, and arrange the first user interface of the application program according to the touch information. The presenting unit 303 is configured to receive the information of the processing unit 302, and present the second user interface of the application program.

In the embodiment of the present invention, the touchscreen apparatus performs a user interface processing method, so that an intelligent level of arrangement of a touchscreen apparatus user interface and interactivity with a user are improved. The touchscreen apparatus user interface is adaptive to an operation habit of the user, which enhances convenience for the user to use a touchscreen apparatus with a large screen.

Optionally,

the processing unit 302 is specifically configured to receive a touch position information from the obtaining unit; obtain connection line position information between position information of a touch start point and position information of a touch end point according to the touch position information; determine a relative position between a touch track information and the connection line position information, where the relative position includes that: the touch track information is located at the right side or the left side of the connection line position information; and arrange the first user interface of the application program according to the relative position.

The processing unit 302 may be configured to perform the method in step S102 in Embodiment 1. For details, reference is made to the description of the method in Embodiment 1, which is not described herein again.

In the embodiment of the present invention, the touchscreen apparatus performs a user interface processing method, so that an intelligent level of arrangement of a touchscreen apparatus user interface and interactivity with a user are improved. The touchscreen apparatus user interface is adaptive to an operation habit of the user, which enhances convenience for the user to use a touchscreen apparatus with a large screen.

Optionally,

the processing unit 302 is specifically configured to receive a touch position information from the obtaining unit; obtain connection line position information between position information of a touch start point and position information of a touch end point according to the touch position information; determine a relative position between a touch track information and the connection line position information, where the relative position includes that: the touch track information is located at the right side or the left side of the connection line position information; and arrange the first user interface of the application program according to the relative position.

The processing unit 302 may be configured to perform the method in step S102 in Embodiment 1. For details, reference is made to the description of the method in Embodiment 1, which is not described herein again.

In the embodiment of the present invention, the touchscreen apparatus performs a user interface processing method, so that an intelligent level of arrangement of a touchscreen apparatus user interface and interactivity with a user are improved. The touchscreen apparatus user interface is adaptive to an operation habit of the user, which enhances convenience for the user to use a touchscreen apparatus with a large screen.

Optionally,

the processing unit 302 is specifically configured to receive a touch position information from the obtaining unit; obtain connection line position information between position information of a touch start point and position information of a touch end point according to the touch position information; determine a relative position between a touch track information and the connection line position information, where the relative position includes that: the touch track information is located at the right side or the left side of the connection line position information; and arrange the first user interface of the application program according to the relative position.

The processing unit 302 may be configured to perform the method in step S102 in Embodiment 1. For details, reference is made to the description of the method in Embodiment 1, which is not described herein again.

In the embodiment of the present invention, the touchscreen apparatus performs a user interface processing method, so that an intelligent level of arrangement of a touchscreen apparatus user interface and interactivity with a user are improved. The touchscreen apparatus user interface is adaptive to an operation habit of the user, which enhances convenience for the user to use a touchscreen apparatus with a large screen.

Optionally,
the obtaining unit 301 is further configured to obtain a canceling instruction. The processing unit 302 is further configured to receive the canceling instruction of the obtaining unit, and cancel presentation of the second user interface according to the canceling instruction. The obtaining unit 301 and the processing unit 302 may be configured to perform the method in step S102 in Embodiment 1. For details, reference is made to the description of the method in step S102, which is not described herein again.

In the embodiment of the present invention, the touchscreen apparatus performs a user interface processing method, so that an intelligent level of arrangement of a touchscreen apparatus user interface and interactivity with a user are improved. The touchscreen apparatus user interface is adaptive to an operation habit of the user, which enhances convenience for the user to use a touchscreen apparatus with a large screen.

Optionally,

[0072] the obtaining unit 301 is further configured to obtain a canceling instruction. The processing unit 302 is further configured to receive the canceling instruction of the obtaining unit, and cancel presentation of the second user interface according to the canceling instruction. The obtaining unit 301 and the processing unit 302 may be configured to perform the method in step S102 in Embodiment 1. For details, reference is made to the description of the method in step S102, which is not described herein again.

In the embodiment of the present invention, the touchscreen apparatus performs a user interface processing method, so that an intelligent level of arrangement of a touchscreen apparatus user interface and interactivity with a user are improved. The touchscreen apparatus user interface is adaptive to an operation habit of the user, which enhances convenience for the user to use a touchscreen apparatus with a large screen. Meanwhile, a user control function is added, thereby further improving an intelligent level of the touchscreen apparatus.

Embodiment 4

[0073] A user interface processing touchscreen apparatus includes: a touchscreen, a memory, a CPU, a power management chip, an RF circuit, a peripheral interface, an audio circuit, a loudspeaker, and an I/O subsystem. The touchscreen is configured to obtain touch information and control information; the CPU is configured to arrange a first user interface of an application program according to the touch information, where the arrangement is adjusting an element position of the user interface; the touchscreen is further configured to receive a processing result of the CPU, and present a second user interface that is of the application program and is obtained after the arrangement. In the embodiment, a mobile phone is taken as an example for detailed description in the embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of a touchscreen apparatus according to Embodiment 4 of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 6, the mobile phone includes: a touchscreen 41, a memory 42, a CPU 43, a power management chip 44, an RF circuit 45, a peripheral interface 46, an audio circuit 47, a loudspeaker 48, and an I/O sub-system 49. It should be understood that, the mobile phone shown in FIG. 6 is merely an example of the touchscreen apparatus, and the mobile phone may have more or less components than components shown in the figure, may combine two or more components, or may have different component configurations. Various kinds of components shown in the figure may be implemented through hardware, software, or a combination of hardware and software, where the hardware, the software, or the combination of the hardware and the software includes one or more signal processing and/or dedicated integrated circuits.

[0074] The touchscreen 41 is configured to obtain touch information and a control instruction. The touch information includes: touch position information, touch pressure information, and so on. For a method for the touchscreen to obtain the touch information, reference is made to the method in S101 in Embodiment 1, which is not described herein again. The control instruction includes a canceling instruction, a stop instruction, and an enabling instruction. The control instruction may be used for performing the method in Embodiment 1. For details, reference is made to the method in Embodiment 1, which is not described herein again.

[0075] The touchscreen 41 may further be configured to present a first user interface of an application program, a second user interface of the application program, and a third user interface of the application program. The first user interface is an interface before the arrangement; the second user interface is a user interface after the first user interface is arranged; and the third user interface is a user interface that is presented after presentation of the second user interface is canceled according to the canceling instruction.

[0076] The touchscreen 41 is an input and output interface between the mobile phone and a user, which may further present a visible output to the user apart from having a function for obtaining touch information and a control instruction of the user, where the visible output may include a graph, text, an icon, video, and so on.

[0077] The memory 42 may be configured to store the touch information. The touch information includes: touch position information, touch pressure information, and so on. The memory 42 may be accessed by the CPU 43, the peripheral interface 46, and so on. The memory 42 may include a high-speed random access memory, and may also include a nonvolatile memory, for example, one or more magnetic disk storage devices, flash memory devices, or other volatile solid storage devices.

[0078] The CPU 43 may be configured to obtain the touch information from the obtaining unit, and arrange the first user interface of the application program according to the touch information, and may further process the control instruction, so as to control a user interface that is presented on the touchscreen 41. The CPU 43 may perform one or a combination of the foregoing functions, so as to implement arrangement of the first user interface, which is not limited in the embodiment of the present
invention. The CPU 43 is a control center of a mobile phone 400, which connects various parts of the whole mobile phone through various kinds of interfaces and circuits, and performs various kinds of functions of the mobile phone 400 and processes data by running or performing a software program and/or a module stored in the memory 42 and invoking data stored in the memory 42, thereby monitoring the mobile phone on the whole. Optionally, the CPU 43 may include one or more processing units. Optimally, the CPU 43 may be integrated with an application processor and a modem processor. Optionally, the application processor mainly processes an operating system, a user interface, an application program, and so on. The modem processor mainly processes wireless communication. It may be understood that, the foregoing modem processor may not be integrated in the CPU 43. It should further be understood that, the foregoing function is merely one of functions that can be performed by the CPU 43, and other functions are not limited in the embodiment of the present invention. [0079] The power management chip 44 may be configured to supply power to the CPU 43, the I/O subsystem 49, and hardware that is connected by the peripheral interface 46, and perform power management. [0080] The RF circuit 45 is mainly configured to establish communication between the mobile phone and a wireless network (namely, a network side), so as to implement data obtaining and sending between the mobile phone and the wireless network, for example, sending and receiving a short message, an email, and so on. Specifically, the RF circuit 45 obtains and sends an RF signal, where the RF signal is also referred to as an electromagnetic signal. The RF circuit 45 converts an electrical signal into an electromagnetic signal or converts an electromagnetic signal into an electrical signal, and communicates with a communication network or another device through the electromagnetic signal. The RF circuit 45 may include known circuits used for performing these functions, where the known circuits include but are not limited to an antenna system, an RF transceiver, one or more amplifiers, a tuner, one or more oscillators, a digital signal processor, a CODEC chip set, a subscriber identity module (Subscriber Identity Module, SIM), and so on. The peripheral interface 46 may connect input and output peripherals of a device to the CPU 43 and the memory 42. [0081] The audio circuit 47 may be mainly configured to obtain audio data from the peripheral interface 46, convert the audio data into an electrical signal, and send the electrical signal to the loudspeaker 48. [0082] The loudspeaker 48 may be configured to restore a voice signal that is obtained by the mobile phone from the wireless network through the RF circuit 45 to voice, and plays the voice to the user. [0083] The I/O subsystem 49 may control the input and output peripherals on the device. The I/O subsystem 49 may include a display controller 491 and one or more input controllers 492 for controlling other input/control devices. Optionally, the one or more input controllers 492 obtain an electrical signal from other input/control devices or send an electrical signal to other input/control devices. Other input/control devices may include: a physical button (a press button or a rocker arm button), a dial plate, a slide switch, an operating lever, and a clicking scroll. It should be noted that, the input controller 492 may be connected to any one of the following: a keyboard, an infrared port, a USB interface, and an instruction device such as a mouse. The display controller 491 in the I/O subsystem 49 obtains an electrical signal from the touchscreen 41 or sends an electrical signal to the touchscreen 41. The touchscreen 41 obtains touch on the touchscreen. The display controller 491 converts the obtained touch into an interaction with a user interface object that is presented on the touchscreen 41, thereby implementing man-machine interaction. The user interface object that is presented on the touchscreen 41 may be an icon for running a game, an icon for access to a corresponding network, a filtering mode, and so on. It should be noted that, the device may further include an optical mouse. The optical mouse is a touch-sensitive surface that does not present a visible output, or an extension of a touch-sensitive surface that is formed by the touchscreen. [0084] In Embodiment 4 of the present invention, the touchscreen 41 may present graphical user interfaces shown in FIG. 2, FIG. 7, and FIG. 8, and obtain touch information and a control instruction that are generated when a user touches the touchscreen. The memory 42 obtains the touch information and the control instruction through the touchscreen 41 and stores the touch information and the control instruction. The CPU 43 arranges the first user interface of the application program according to the touch information. The touchscreen 41 arranges the presented first user interface according to an arrangement instruction of the CPU 43, and presents the second user interface of the application program. [0085] The foregoing structure may be used for performing the methods in Embodiment 1 and Embodiment 2. For details, reference is made to the methods described in Embodiment 1 and Embodiment 2, which are not described herein again. [0086] In the embodiment of the present invention, by using the mobile phone user interface processing method, an intelligent level of arrangement of a mobile phone user interface and interactivity with a user are improved. The mobile phone user interface is adaptive to an operating mode, an intelligent level of arrangement instruction of the CPU 43, and presents a user interface that is set on the touchscreen apparatus.
displaying a first user interface of an application program; and
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displaying a second user interface of the application program, where the second user interface is a graphical user interface after the first user interface of the application program is arranged according to touch information, and the arrangement is adjusting an element position of the user interface.

[0088] The first user interface is a graphical user interface before the touchscreen apparatus described in Embodiment 3 performs presentation of the second user interface of the application program in Embodiment 1, that is, the first user interface is an original graphical user interface. It should be understood that, the first user interface is a graphical user interface that is presented to a user when the application program has already been started, during a starting process of the application program, and during a closing process of the application program.

[0089] The second user interface is a graphical user interface after the touchscreen apparatus described in Embodiment 3 performs the method for arranging the first user interface in Embodiment 1. For a detail method, reference is made to the description of the method described in Embodiment 1, which is not described herein again. It should be understood that, the second user interface is a graphical user interface that is presented to the user when the application program has already been started, during a starting process of the application program, and during a closing process of the application program.

[0090] Exemplarily, FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of arrangement of a user interface. As shown in FIG. 2, there are elements A, B, C, and D on a user interface 1. The arrangement may be arranging a position of one element A of the user interface, as shown in FIG. 2a; may also be arranging positions of two elements, namely elements A and B on the user interface, as shown in FIG. 2b; and may also be arranging positions of all elements, namely, elements A, B, C, and D on the user interface, as shown in FIG. 2c.

[0091] Exemplarily, FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of presentation of a possible implementation manner for arranging a user interface. As shown in FIG. 10, FIG. 10a shows a first user interface before arrangement, and FIG. 10b shows a second user interface after arrangement. Transformation from FIG. 10a to FIG. 10b is achieved by using a touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method. Specifically, a letter navigation bar (an element on the user interface) at the right side of the user interface in FIG. 10a is transformed to a letter navigation bar at the left side of the user interface in FIG. 10b by using the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method, thereby implementing the arrangement of the user interface, namely, implementing the arrangement from the first user interface to the second user interface. Exemplarily, FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of presentation of another possible implementation manner for arranging a user interface. As shown in FIG. 11, FIG. 11a shows a first user interface before arrangement, and FIG. 11b shows a second user interface after arrangement. Transformation from FIG. 11a to FIG. 11b is achieved by using a touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method. Specifically, a short message sending widget (an element on the user interface) at the left side of the user interface in FIG. 11a is transformed to a short message sending widget at the left side of the user interface in FIG. 11b by using the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method, thereby implementing the arrangement of the user interface, namely, implementing the arrangement from the first user interface to the second user interface.

[0092] Exemplarily, FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram of presentation of another possible implementation manner for arranging a user interface. As shown in FIG. 12, FIG. 12a shows a first user interface before arrangement, and FIG. 12b shows a second user interface after arrangement. Transformation from FIG. 12a to FIG. 12b is achieved by using a touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method. Specifically, a navigation bar (an element on the user interface) at the right side of the user interface in FIG. 12a is transformed to a navigation bar at the left side of the user interface in FIG. 12b by using the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method, thereby implementing the arrangement of the user interface, namely, implementing the arrangement from the first user interface to the second user interface.

[0093] Exemplarily, FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of presentation of another possible implementation manner for arranging a user interface. As shown in FIG. 13, FIG. 13a shows a first user interface before arrangement, and FIG. 13b shows a second user interface after arrangement. Transformation from FIG. 13a to FIG. 13b is achieved by using a touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method. Specifically, a menu key (an element on the user interface) at an upper portion of the user interface in FIG. 13a is transformed to a menu key at a lower portion of the user interface in FIG. 13b by using the touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method, thereby implementing the arrangement of the user interface, namely, implementing the arrangement from the first user interface to the second user interface.

[0094] Exemplarily, FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram of presentation of another possible implementation manner for arranging a user interface. As shown in FIG. 14, FIG. 14a shows a first user interface before arrangement, and FIG. 14b shows a second user interface after arrangement. Transformation from FIG. 14a to FIG. 14b is achieved by using a touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method. Specifically, a keyboard (an el-
Exemplarily, FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of
from the first user interface to the second user interface.

User interface, namely, implementing the arrangement
method, thereby implementing the arrangement from the first user interface to the second user interface.

[0095] Exemplarily, FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of
presentation of another possible implementation manner
for arranging a user interface. As shown in FIG. 15, FIG.
15a shows a first user interface before arrangement, and
FIG. 15b shows a second user interface after arrangement. Transformation from FIG. 15a to FIG. 15b is
achieved by using a touchscreen apparatus user interface
processing method. Specifically, text (an element
on the user interface) on the user interface in FIG. 15a
is moved to the upper right side of the user interface as
shown in FIG. 15b by using the touchscreen apparatus
user interface processing method, thereby implementing
the arrangement of the user interface, namely, implement-
ing the arrangement from the first user interface to the
second user interface.

[0096] It should be understood that, the second user
interfaces presented in FIG. 2, FIG. 10, FIG. 11, FIG. 12,
FIG. 13, FIG. 14, and FIG. 15 are merely possible man-
ers for arranging the first user interface, and other pos-
sible arrangement manners are not limited in the embod-
iment of the present invention. Other presenting manners
for arranging the first user interface also belong to the
protection scope of the embodiment of the present in-
vention.

[0097] Through a graphical user interface provided by
a touchscreen apparatus, an intelligent level of arrange-
ment of a touchscreen apparatus user interface and in-
teractivity with a user are improved. The touchscreen appa-
paratus user interface is adaptive to an operation habit
of the user, which enhances convenience for the user to
use a touchscreen apparatus with a large screen.

Optionally,

[0098] after the presenting the second user interface of
the application program, the graphical user interface
further includes: displaying a third user interface of the
application program, where the third user interface is a
graphical user interface that is displayed after presenta-
tion of the second user interface is canceled according
to a canceling instruction.

According to the method in step S205 in Embodiment 2,
the third user interface is the same as the first user inter-
face before the arrangement.

A touchscreen apparatus provides a graphical user in-
terface, so that an intelligent level of arrangement of a
touchscreen apparatus user interface and interactivity
with a user are improved. The touchscreen apparatus
user interface is adaptive to an operation habit of the
user, which enhances convenience for the user to use a
touchscreen apparatus with a large screen. Meanwhile,
a user control function is added, thereby further improv-
ing an intelligent level of the touchscreen apparatus.

**Embodiment 6**

[0099] Embodiment 6 of the present invention provides
a computer readable medium that stores one or more
programs. The one or more programs include an instruc-
tion, and when the instruction is run by a touchscreen
apparatus, the instruction enables the touchscreen ap-
paratus to perform the following operations:

obtaining touch information, where its specific imple-
mentation manner is the same as that in step 101
shown in FIG. 1, which is not described herein again;
arranging a first user interface of an application pro-
gram according to the touch information, where the
arrangement is adjusting an element position of the
user interface, where its specific implementation
manner is the same as that in step 102 shown in
FIG. 1, which is not described herein again; and
presenting a second user interface of the application
program, where its specific implementation manner
is the same as that in step 103 shown in FIG. 1, which
is not described herein again.

[0100] By using a storage medium, a touchscreen appa-
paratus user interface processing method is stored. An
intelligent level of arrangement of a touchscreen appa-
ratus user interface and interactivity with a user are
improved. The touchscreen apparatus user interface is
adaptive to an operation habit of the user, which enhanc-
es convenience for the user to use a touchscreen appa-
ratus with a large screen. An intelligent level of the touch-
screen apparatus is further improved.

[0101] A readable medium of a touchscreen apparatus
includes a storage medium and a communication medi-
um of the touchscreen apparatus. Optionally, the com-
munication medium includes any medium that can trans-
fer a program of the touchscreen apparatus from one
place to another place; the storage medium may be any
available medium that can be accessed by the touch-
screen apparatus. For example, the readable medium of
the touchscreen apparatus may include but is not limited
to: a RAM, a ROM, an EEPROM, a CD-ROM or other
optical disk storage and magnetic storage medium, or
other magnetic storage devices, or any other medium
that can carry or store expected program codes that have
an instruction or a data structure form and can be ac-
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cessed by the touchscreen apparatus. In addition, any
connection may become a readable medium of the touch-
screen apparatus appropriately. For example, if software
is transmitted from a website, a service, or other remote
sources by using a coaxial cable, an optical fiber cable,
a twisted pair cable, a digital subscriber line (DSL), or
wireless technologies such as an infrared ray, radio, and
a microwave, the coaxial cable, the optical fiber cable,
the twisted pair cable, the DSL, or wireless technologies
such as an infrared ray, radio, and a microwave are included in a definition of the medium. For example, a disk (Disk) and a disc (disc) used in the embodiment of the present invention include a compact disc (CD), a laser disc, an optical disc, a digital video disc (DVD), a floppy disk, and a blue ray disc. Optionally, the disk usually duplicates data magnetically, and the disc usually duplicates data optically by using a laser.

By using a storage medium, a touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method is stored. An intelligent level of arrangement of a touchscreen apparatus user interface and interactivity with a user are improved. The touchscreen apparatus user interface is adaptive to an operation habit of the user, which enhances convenience for the user to use a touchscreen apparatus with a large screen. An intelligent level of the touchscreen apparatus is further improved.

Through the foregoing description of the implementation manners, persons skilled in the art may clearly understand that the embodiments of the present invention may be implemented through hardware, software, or their combination. The foregoing combination shall also fall within the protection scope of the readable medium of the touchscreen apparatus. To sum up, the foregoing descriptions are only the embodiments of the technical solutions of the present invention, but are not intended to limit the protection scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A touchscreen apparatus user interface processing method, comprising:

   - displaying a first user interface, wherein the first user interface comprises at least one element, each element being displayed in a position on the first user interface;
   - obtaining (S101) touch information, wherein the touch information comprises touch track information;
   - obtaining connection line position information between position information of a touch start point and position information of a touch end point according to the touch track information;
   - determining a relative position between the touch track information and the connection line position information, wherein the relative position comprises that the touch track information is located at either the right side or the left side of the connection line position information;
   - arranging the element position(s) of the first user interface according to the relative position;
   - displaying (S103) a second user interface, wherein the second user interface is obtained based on the arrangement of the element position of the first user interface.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein determining the relative position between the connection line position information and the touch track information comprises:

   - taking N points of the touch track information;
   - taking M points of the connection line position information correspondingly;
   - if a predetermined number of points among the N points are located at the left side of the M points, determining that the touch track information is located at the left side of the connection line position information; and
   - if a predetermined number of points among the N points are located at the right side of the M points, determining that the touch track information is located at the right side of the connection line position information,

   wherein M is equal to N, and N and M are natural numbers that are greater than 1.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein arranging the first user interface of the application program according to the touch information comprises:

   - obtaining an arrangement instruction according to the touch information;
   - within a predetermined time, determining the arrangement instruction that is obtained for the greatest number of times; and
   - arranging the first user interface of the application program according to the arrangement instruction that is obtained for the greatest number of times.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein obtaining an arrangement instruction that is obtained for the greatest number of times comprises:

   - within the predetermined time, if the number of times is greater than a predetermined value for the number of times, obtaining the arrangement instruction that is obtained for the greatest number of times.

5. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein, after presenting the second user interface of the application program, the method further comprises:

   - obtaining a canceling instruction, and canceling presentation of the second user interface according to the canceling instruction.

6. A user interface processing touchscreen apparatus, comprising:

   - a graphical user interface, configured to display
a first user interface, wherein the first user interface comprises at least one element, each element being displayed in a position on the first user interface;
an obtaining unit (301), configured to obtain touch information on the touchscreen, wherein the touch information comprises touch track information;
a processing unit (302), configured to receive a touch track information from the obtaining unit, obtain connection line position information between position information of a touch start point and position information of a touch end point according to the touch track information, determine a relative position between the touch track information and the connection line position information, wherein the relative position comprises that the touch track information is located at either the right side or the left side of the connection line position information, and arrange the element position of the first user interface according to the relative position; and
a presenting unit (303), configured to receive information of the processing unit, and display a second user interface, and wherein the second user interface is obtained based on the arrangement of the element position of the first user interface.

7. The user interface processing touchscreen apparatus according to claim 6, wherein the processing unit (302) is further configured to:

- take N points of the touch track information;
- take M points of the connection line position information correspondingly;
- if a predetermined number of points among the N points are located at the left side of the M points, determine that the touch track information is located at the left side of the connection line position information; and
- if a predetermined number of points among the N points are located at the right side of the M points, determine that the touch track information is located at the right side of the connection line position information, wherein M is equal to N, and N and M are natural numbers that are greater than 1.

8. The user interface processing touchscreen apparatus according to claim 6 or 7, wherein the processing unit (302) is further configured to:

- obtain an arrangement instruction according to the touch information;
- within a predetermined time, determine the arrangement instruction that is obtained for the greatest number of times; and
- arrange the position of the element of the first user interface according to the arrangement instruction that is obtained for the greatest number of times.

Patentansprüche

1. Anwenderschnittstellenverarbeitungsverfahren für eine Vorrichtung mit berührungssensitivem Bildschirm, das Folgendes umfasst:

- Anzeigen einer ersten Anwenderschnittstelle, wobei die erste Anwenderschnittstelle wenigstens ein Element umfasst, wobei jedes Element an einer Position auf der ersten Anwenderschnittstelle angezeigt wird;
- Erhalten (S101) von Berührungsanfragen, wobei die Berührungsanfragen Berührungsspuranfragen umfassen;
- Erhalten von Verbindungslinienpositionsinformationen zwischen Positionsanfragen über einen Berührungsspuranfangspunkt und Positionsanfragen über einen Berührungsspurdarstellungspunkt gemäß den Berührungsspuranfragen; Bestimmen einer relativen Position zwischen den Berührungsspuranfragen und den Verbindungslinienpositionsinformationen, wobei die relative Position umfasst, dass sich die Berührungsspuranfragen entweder auf der rechten Seite oder der linken Seite der Verbindungslinienpositionsinformationen befinden;
- Anordnen der Elementposition(en) der ersten Anwenderschnittstelle gemäß der relativen Position; und
- Anzeigen (S103) einer zweiten Anwenderschnittstelle, wobei die zweite Anwenderschnittstelle basierend auf der Anordnung der Elementposition der ersten Anwenderschnittstelle erhalten wird.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Bestimmen der relativen Position zwischen den Verbindungslinienpositionsinformationen und den Berührungsspuranfragen Folgendes umfasst:

- Aufnehmen von N Punkten der Berührungsspuranfragen;
- entsprechendes Aufnehmen von M Punkten der Verbindungslinienpositionsinformationen;
- falls sich eine vorbestimmte Anzahl von Punkten unter den N Punkten auf der linken Seite der M Punkte befindet, Bestimmen, dass sich die Berührungsspuranfragen auf der linken Seite der Verbindungslinienpositionsinformationen befinden; und
- falls sich eine vorbestimmte Anzahl von Punkten
unter den N Punkten auf der rechten Seite der M Punkte befindet, Bestimmen, dass sich die Berührungsspurinformationen auf der rechten Seite der Verbindungslinienpositionsinformationen befinden, wobei M gleich N ist und N und M natürliche Zahlen sind, die größer als 1 sind.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei das Anordnen der ersten Anwenderschnittstelle des Anwendungsprogramms gemäß den Berührungsinformationen Folgendes umfasst:

Erhalten eines Anordnungsbefehls gemäß den Berührungsinformationen; innerhalb einer vorbestimmten Zeit Bestimmen des Anordnungsbefehls, der am häufigsten erhalten wird; und Anordnen der ersten Anwenderschnittstelle des Anwendungsprogramms gemäß dem Anordnungsbefehl, der am häufigsten erhalten wird.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei das Erhalten eines Anordnungsbefehls, der am häufigsten erhalten wird, Folgendes umfasst:

innerhalb der vorbestimmten Zeit, falls die Häufigkeit größer ist als ein vorbestimmter Wert für die Häufigkeit, Erhalten des Anordnungsbefehls, der am häufigsten erhalten wird.

5. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei das Verfahren nach dem Präsentieren der zweiten Anwenderschnittstelle des Anwendungsprogramms ferner Folgendes umfasst:

Erhalten eines Abbruchbefehls und Abbrechen der Präsentation der zweiten Anwenderschnittstelle gemäß dem Abbruchbefehl.

6. Anwenderschnittstellenverarbeitungsvorrichtung für einen berührungssensitiven Bildschirm, die Folgendes umfasst:

eine graphische Anwenderschnittstelle, die konfiguriert ist, eine erste Anwenderschnittstelle anzuzeigen, wobei die erste Anwenderschnittstelle wenigstens ein Element umfasst, wobei jedes Element an einer Position auf der ersten Anwenderschnittstelle angezeigt wird; eine Erhalteeinheit (301), die konfiguriert ist, Berührungsinformationen auf dem berührungssensitiven Bildschirm zu erhalten, wobei die Berührungsinformationen Berührungsspurinformationen umfassen; eine Verarbeitungseinheit (302), die konfiguriert ist, Berührungsspurinformationen von der Erhalteinheit zu empfangen, Verbindungslinienpositionsinformationen zwischen Positionsinformationen eines Berührungsstartpunkts und Positionsinformationen eines Berührungsendpunkts gemäß den Berührungsspurinformationen zu erhalten, eine relative Position zwischen den Berührungsspurinformationen und den Verbindungslinienpositionsinformationen zu bestimmen, wobei die relative Position umfasst, dass sich die Berührungsspurinformationen entweder auf der rechten Seite oder der linken Seite der Verbindungslinienpositionsinformationen befinden, und die Elementposition der ersten Anwenderschnittstelle gemäß der relativen Position anzuordnen; und eine Präsentationseinheit (303), die konfiguriert ist, Informationen der Verarbeitungseinheit zu empfangen und eine zweite Anwenderschnittstelle anzuzeigen, und wobei die zweite Anwenderschnittstelle basierend auf der Anordnung der Elementposition der ersten Anwenderschnittstelle erhalten wird.

7. Anwenderschnittstellenverarbeitungsvorrichtung für einen berührungssensitiven Bildschirm nach Anspruch 6, wobei die Verarbeitungseinheit (302) ferner konfiguriert ist:

N Punkte der Berührungsspurinformationen aufzunehmen; M Punkte der Verbindungslinienpositionsinformationen entsprechend aufzunehmen; falls sich eine vorbestimmte Anzahl von Punkten unter den N Punkten auf der linken Seite der M Punkte befindet, zu bestimmen, dass sich die Berührungsspurinformationen auf der linken Seite der Verbindungslinienpositionsinformationen befinden; und falls sich eine vorbestimmte Anzahl von Punkten unter den N Punkten auf der rechten Seite der M Punkte befindet, zu bestimmen, dass sich die Berührungsspurinformationen auf der rechten Seite der Verbindungslinienpositionsinformationen befinden, wobei M gleich N ist und N und M natürliche Zahlen sind, die größer als 1 sind.

8. Anwenderschnittstellenverarbeitungsvorrichtung für einen berührungssensitiven Bildschirm nach Anspruch 6 oder 7, wobei die Verarbeitungseinheit (302) ferner konfiguriert ist:

einen Anordnungsbefehl gemäß den Berührungsinformationen zu erhalten; innerhalb einer vorbestimmten Zeit den Anordnungsbefehl zu bestimmen, der am häufigsten erhalten wird; und die Position des Elements der ersten Anwenderschnittstelle gemäß dem Anordnungsbefehl,
Revidications

1. Procédé de traitement d’interface utilisateur d’un appareil à écran tactile, comprenant les étapes suivantes :

afficher une première interface utilisateur, la première interface utilisateur comportant au moins un élément, chaque élément étant affiché dans une position sur la première interface utilisateur ;

obtenir (S101) des informations tactiles, les informations tactiles comportant des informations de suivi tactiles ;

obtenir des informations de position de ligne de connexion entre des informations de position d’un point de début de contact et des informations de position d’un point de fin de contact selon les informations de suivi tactiles ;

déterminer une position relative entre les informations de suivi tactiles et les informations de position de ligne de connexion, la position relative comprenant que les informations de suivi tactiles sont situées du côté droit ou du côté gauche des informations de position de ligne de connexion ;

arranger la ou les positions d’élément de la première interface utilisateur selon la position relative ;

et

afficher (S103) une deuxième interface utilisateur selon la position relative sur la base de l’arrangement de la position d’élément de la première interface utilisateur.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étape consistant à déterminer la position relative entre les informations de position de ligne de connexion et les informations de suivi tactiles comprend :

prendre N points des informations de suivi tactiles ;

prendre M points des informations de position de ligne de connexion parallèlement ;

si un nombre prédéterminé de points parmi les N points sont situés du côté gauche des M points, déterminer que les informations de suivi tactiles sont situées du côté gauche des informations de position de ligne de connexion ;

et si un nombre prédéterminé de points parmi les N points sont situés du côté droit des M points, déterminer que les informations de suivi tactiles sont situées du côté droit des informations de position de ligne de connexion,

M étant égal à N, et N et M étant des nombres naturels qui sont supérieurs à 1.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel l’étape consistant à arranger la première interface utilisateur du programme d’application selon les informations tactiles comprend :

obtenir une instruction d’arrangement selon les informations tactiles ;

dans un temps prédéterminé, déterminer l’instruction d’arrangement qui est obtenue pour le plus grand nombre de fois ; et

arranger la première interface utilisateur du programme d’application selon l’instruction d’arrangement qui est obtenue pour le plus grand nombre de fois.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel l’étape consistant à obtenir une instruction d’arrangement qui est obtenue le plus grand nombre de fois comprend :

dans le temps prédéterminé, si le nombre de fois est supérieur à une valeur prédéterminée pour le nombre de fois, obtenir l’instruction d’arrangement qui est obtenue le plus grand nombre de fois.

5. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4 dans lequel, après l’étape consistant à présenter la deuxième interface utilisateur du programme d’application, le procédé comprend en outre :

obtenir une instruction d’annulation, et annuler la présentation de la deuxième interface utilisateur selon l’instruction d’annulation.

6. Appareil à écran tactile de traitement d’interface utilisateur, comprenant :

une interface utilisateur graphique, configurée pour afficher une première interface utilisateur, la première interface utilisateur comportant au moins un élément, chaque élément étant affiché dans une position sur la première interface utilisateur ;

une unité d’obtention (301), configurée pour obtenir des informations tactiles sur l’écran tactile, les informations tactiles comportant des informations de suivi tactiles ;

une unité de traitement (302), configurée pour recevoir des informations de suivi tactiles à partir de l’unité d’obtention, obtenir des informations de position de ligne de connexion entre des informations de position d’un point de début de contact et des informations de position d’un point de fin de contact selon les informations de suivi tactiles, déterminer une position relative entre les informations de suivi tactiles et les informations de position de ligne de connexion, la
position relative comprenant que les informations de suivi tactiles sont situées du côté droit ou du côté gauche des informations de position de ligne de connexion, et arranger la position d’élément de la première interface utilisateur selon la position relative ; et une unité de présentation (303), configurée pour recevoir des informations de l’unité de traitement, et afficher une deuxième interface utilisateur, et la deuxième interface utilisateur étant obtenue sur la base de l’arrangement de la position d’élément de la première interface utilisateur.

7. Appareil à écran tactile de traitement d'interface utilisateur selon la revendication 6, dans lequel l’unité de traitement (302) est en outre configurée pour :

prendre N points d’informations de suivi tactiles ;
prendre M points d’informations de position de ligne de connexion de manière correspondante ;
si un nombre prédéterminé de points parmi les N points sont situés du côté gauche des M points, déterminer que les informations de suivi tactiles sont situées du côté gauche des informations de position de ligne de connexion ; et si un nombre prédéterminé de points parmi les N points sont situés du côté droit des M points, déterminer que les informations de suivi tactiles sont situées du côté droit des informations de position de ligne de connexion,
M étant égal à N, et N et M étant des nombres naturels qui sont supérieurs à 1.

8. Appareil à écran tactile de traitement d'interface utilisateur selon la revendication 6 ou 7, dans lequel l’unité de traitement (302) est en outre configurée pour :

obtenir une instruction d’arrangement selon les informations tactiles ;
dans un temps prédéterminé, déterminer l’instruction d’arrangement qui est obtenue le plus grand nombre de fois ; et arranger la position de l’élément de la première interface utilisateur selon l’instruction d’arrangement qui est obtenue le plus grand nombre de fois.
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